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Selected changes since IET108

- Version 05:
  - Rearranged the content to consider reverse search not only based on the domain-entity relationship
    - Reorganized “Abstract”
  - Defined rdapConformance value "reverse_search" to signal conformance with this specification
    - Added “RDAP Conformance” and “IANA Considerations” sections
EU is working on “E-evidence”


- The goal is to make it easier and faster for police and judicial authorities (e.g. Europol) to access the electronic evidence

- Authorities should be able to access unpublic registry data without submitting written requests

- The proposal is expected to become EU Directive or Regulation
Cooperation between national authorities and CENTR registries

- 63rd CENTR Legal & Regulatory Workshop (22-23 September 2020)

Authorities request registries to access unpublic registry data:
- for legitimate interests
- under a cooperation agreement

Registries should provide authorities with fast access to those data

Some national regulations are being reviewed to meet these requirements